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Motivation

•Model-free deep reinforcement learning (RL) methods have been successful
in a wide variety of domains (Atari, AlphaGo Zero, etc.).

•Tasks with sparse rewards and large state space remain challenging for tra-
ditional deep RL. Goal-oriented tasks are among the most typical problems,
where a reward can only be received when the final goal is achieved.

•We derive TRL, an experience-based tendency reward mechanism, which
generates additional hints of tendency to help existing deep RL methods
overcome Goal-oriented problems with large state space efficiently.
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We evaluate our model in five experiments with different levels of difficulties: (a) Maze, (b) Super Mario Bros,

(c) Grasping task in MuJoCo, (d) Conveyance challenge in MuJoCo, (e) Recurrent Pick-and-place in MuJoCo.

Backgrounds

RL learns the optimal policy πθ(at|st) for an agent according to a re-
ward function r(st, at) by maximizing γ-discounted cumulative returns
J(θ) = Eπ[

∑
t γ

tr(st, at)]. There have been several lines of approaches to
tackling sparse reward tasks.

Curriculum learning, e.g.Reverse curriculum gengration [3]

• show promising results in solving a variety of sparse reward problems but is
lack of efficiency in larger state space tasks with longer planning horizon

Hierarchical RL and intrinsic motivations, e.g.HDRL [2], Vime [4]

•drastically reduce the search dimension of the problem

• improve the exploration even under no rewards

•both approaches assume forward-based exploration, which becomes increas-
ingly difficult as the dimensionality and the time horizon increase, unless
strong structured prior is provided

RL with demonstrations, e.g.Shaping from Demonstration [1]

•prove successful in many manipulation tasks but make strong assumptions
about the quality of demonstrations received

Tendency Reinforcement Learning

TRL is derived using discriminative learning on past experiences during an
automated reverse curriculum, which not only provides dense learning signals
on which states are likely to lead to success, but also allows the agent to retain
only this tendency classifier instead of the whole histories of experience.
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Fig 1: The schematic illustration of TRL.

TRL performs efficiently on solving Goal-oriented tasks and is also compatible
to an optional checkpoint scheme with very small quantity of key states to
tackle difficult robot manipulation challenges directly from perception. TRL
also shows robustness to misleading checkpoints.

Experiments without checkpoint scheme

Fig 2: The training results of ablation experiments in Maze under three different conditions: using tendency

reward without history phases (TRL), using history phases without tendency reward (Reverse curriculum

generation) and using neither tendency reward nor history phases. TRL performs more efficiently.

Fig 3: The distribution of tendency hints in Mario game. The purple color represents positive hints

while the blue ones indicate negative hints. These figures show the guiding effect of the tendency re-

ward, which helps the agent when it is far away from the final goal.
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Fig 4: The generated phases in training process. The points indicate the starting points of Mario.

Points with same color belong to a same phase.

Experiments with checkpoint scheme

(a) Reasonable checkpoints/demonstrations (b) Unreasonable checkpoints/demonstrations

Fig 5: Learning curves of TRL and other demonstrations RL methods with checkpoints / demonstrations of

different qualities. PBRS from demonstration may outperform TRL with well hand-engineered reward shaping,

while TRL is able to achieve a satisfactory performance only using crude checkpoints.

Figure 11: Learning curve of the grasping task with different numbers of checkpoints. The training
efficiency is relatively higher when 13 checkpoints are used. If the number of checkpoints is too large
or too small, training tends to become less efficient, but still stable.

D.5 Conveyance Challenge details488

An interesting observation in conveyance challenge is, the areas with positive tendency hints are more489

concentrated and the boundary between “favorable” and “adverse” states is more explicit when the490

gripper jaw is open. This is because the states where the agent is not holding the ball are often related491

to grasping and dropping, which require more accuracy than just transferring the ball.492

This experiment also proves that our agent has superb robustness to imperfect checkpoint settings. In493

our previous assumptions, the agent should rise to a proper height where all baskets were completely494

in view, before moving towards the correct basket (Fig. 12). However, it turns out that the agent495

learns to determine the target basket location at a lower height, where only portions of the baskets are496

in view.497

(a) Diving (b) Grasping (c) Rising (d) Gliding (e) Dropping

Figure 12: Five key states for the conveyance challenge and skills required by these states.
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Fig 6: Five key states for the conveyance challenge and the final learnt tendency heat map. Since

catching and dropping require more accuracy, the positive area of “without ball” is smaller.
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Fig 7: Learning curves of the grasping task with different numbers of checkpoints and the robustness

test with several misleading checkpoints in large Maze task. The result shows that TRL is stable and

robust to different quantity and quality of checkpoints.
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